
This publication was withdrawn on 1 April 2022 
 
This page has been withdrawn because it’s no longer current. 
Read more about the NHS COVID-19 app. 

https://covid19.nhs.uk/


Bluetooth 
enabled 
check

Restricted device 
checks

Bluetooth always needs to 
be kept on

If you have Bluetooth turned off, this app will 
not work. 



This app uses battery-saving Bluetooth Low 
Energy to determine when it is near another 
phone with this app installed.



This app cannot track your location and your 
privacy remains protected.



Please go to Settings and turn on Bluetooth.

COVID-19

For this app to work, you 
must allow permissions on 
your device

COVID-19

Your phone's technology is needed for this app 
to function (such as Bluetooth Low Energy  for 
contact tracing and the camera for venue 
check-in). For the app to work, you need to 
accept permissions when prompted.



Your phone might refer to these as ‘Exposure 
Notifications' or ‘Exposure Logging'.



Exposure Logging works by your device 
receiving, via Bluetooth, encrypted random IDs 
of other users and passing your random ID to 
their devices. This feature can be deactivated 
at any time, but the app will not then work.

Go to settingsGo to settings

For this app to work, you 
must allow Exposure 
Notifications 

COVID-19

To identify whether you are at risk of infection, 
you must activate the Exposure Notifications 
feature.



Exposure Logging works by your device 
receiving, via Bluetooth, encrypted random IDs 
of other users and passing your own random ID 
to their devices. This feature can be 
deactivated at any time, but the app will not 
then work.

Allow permissions

For this app to work, you 
must allow Exposure 
Notifications 

COVID-19

To identify whether you are at risk of infection, 
you must activate the Exposure Notifications 
feature.



Exposure Logging works by your device 
receiving, via Bluetooth, encrypted random IDs 
of other users and passing your own random ID 
to their devices. This feature can be 
deactivated at any time, but the app will not 
then work.

Allow permissions

This means using Bluetooth Low 
Energy and location to find other 
nearby app users.

Allow Exposure 
Notifications


allowcancel

Set up app permissions


Exposure Notifications

This app needs Bluetooth Low Energy to work. 
Your phone might refer to these as ‘Exposure 
Notifications' or ‘Exposure Logging'.

Notifications

This app uses notifications to let you know if 
you have been logged as a contact of any 
other app users who test positive for 
coronavirus.

For this app to work, you must allow Exposure 
Notifications.

Continue

Back COVID-19

Set up app permissions


Exposure Notification

This app needs Bluetooth Low Energy to work. 
Your phone might refer to these as ‘Exposure 
Notifications' or ‘Exposure Logging'.

Notifications

This app uses notifications to let you know if 
you have been logged as a contact of any 
other app users who test positive for 
coronavirus.

For this app to work, you must allow Exposure 
Notifications.

Continue

Back COVID-19

Notifications may include alerts, 
sounds and icon badges. These can be 

configured in Settings.

NHS COVID-19 would like to 
send you notifications

AllowDon’t allow

Set up app permissions


Exposure Notification

This app needs Bluetooth Low Energy to work. 
Your phone might refer to these as ‘Exposure 
Notifications' or ‘Exposure Logging'.

Notifications

This app uses notifications to let you know if 
you have been logged as a contact of any 
other app users who test positive for 
coronavirus.

For this app to work, you must allow Exposure 
Notifications.

Continue

Back COVID-19

This means using Bluetooth Low 
Energy to find other nearby app users.  

NHS COVID-19 would like to 
access Exposure Logging

AllowDon’t allow

Set up app permissions


Continue

For this app to work, you must allow Exposure 
Notifications.

Exposure Notifications

This app uses the Exposure Notifications 
framework by Google to let you know if you 
have come into contact with any other app 
users who tested positive for coronavirus.

COVID-19

Set up app permissions


Continue

Exposure Notifications

This app uses your phone's Bluetooth Low 
Energy  and location to let you know if you 
have come into contact with any other app 
users who tested positive for coronavirus.



For the app to work you need to allow  
exposure notifications.

COVID-19

This means using Bluetooth Low 
Energy and location to find other 
nearby app users.

Allow Exposure 
Notifications


allowcancel

Permissions - Android

Permissions - iOSWelcome DataCodeLaunch Postcode district

Permission is NOT enabled
No thanks

Exposure notification is NOT enabled

Enable

Incorrect value

Incorrect value

Direct user to settings

Example: CE1B 

Enter the first part of your 
postcode (postcode 
district)

Continue

Why do we need the postcode 
district?
Postcode district information is used to provide 
public health advice about the postcode 
district area you've provided.



This information helps us learn more about 
coronavirus, so that we can provide the best 
public health advice.



Your postcode district will not be used to track 
your location.

Back COVID-19

Example: CE1B

Enter the first part of your 
postcode (postcode 
district)

Please enter your postcode district code. 
This is the first part of a postcode. For 
example: E2, L36, PO30

Continue

Why do we need the postcode 
district? 

Postcode district information is used to provide 
public health advice about the postcode 
district area you've provided.



This information helps us learn more about 
coronavirus, so that we can provide the best 
public health advice.



Your postcode district will not be used to track 
your location.

Back COVID-19

Bluetooth is NOT enabledChecks

02 030100 04 05

Onboarding

Continue

Thank you for downloading 
the NHS COVID-19 app

Get a notification if you have been near 
other app users who test positive for 
coronavirus (COVID-19)

Venue check-in using an official NHS QR 
code: lets you know if you might have 
come into contact with coronavirus at a 
venue you visited

Check if you have coronavirus symptoms, 
and see if you need to order a free test 

While in isolation, use the countdown and 
access relevant advice



Please note that this current version of the 
app is still in testing for clinical 
investigation, and is not the final version.

Please note, this app is for use by people 
aged 18 years and over only.

Help protect yourself and others

COVID-19

Thank you for helping us 
improve the NHS 
COVID-19 app

The app plays a critical part in the NHS Test & 
Trace service. The more people that use it, the 
more we can improve it. 



While we wait for a vaccine to be found, NHS 
Test & Trace and the app are the best way for 
us to get back to the things we love.

Example: 5apv - enka

Enter your unique code

Continue

Where can I find this code?

Please enter one code above. You will have 
received this code by letter or by email, and it 
will look like this:



5apv-enka



Please note, this app is for use by people aged 
18 years and over only.

COVID-19

Thank you for helping us 
improve the NHS 
COVID-19 app

The app plays a critical part in the NHS Test & 
Trace service. The more people that use it, the 
more we can improve it. 



While we wait for a vaccine to be found, NHS 
Test & Trace and the app are the best way for 
us to get back to the things we love.

1111 - 2222

Example: 5apv - enka

Enter your unique code

Continue

Where can I find this code?

Please enter one code above. You will have 
received this code by letter or by email, and it 
will look like this:



5apv-enka



Please note, this app is for use by people aged 
18 years and over only.

COVID-19

Thank you for helping us 
improve the NHS 
COVID-19 app

COVID-19

The app plays a critical part in the NHS Test & 
Trace service. The more people that use it, the 
more we can improve it. 



While we wait for a vaccine to be found, NHS 
Test & Trace and the app are the best way for 
us to get back to the things we love.

Example: 5apv - enka

Enter your unique code

Code not recognised. Please make sure 
you are using a valid code.

Where can I find this code?

Please enter one code above. You will have 
received this code by letter or by email, and it 
will look like this:



5apv-enka



Please note, this app is for use by people aged 
18 years and over only.

Continue

Unfortunately, you can’t 
run this app

This could be due to:

Restricted settings (for example, if this is a 
company phone).



Another app on your phone is using the same 
technology and stopping this app from 
working.

COVID-19

Update your software

In order to run this app on your device, you 
need to update your device software. Please 
go to settings and update it from there.

COVID-19

Update the app

Copy not needed, message comes from the 
server.

COVID-19

Unfortunately, you can’t 
run this app

Copy not needed, message comes from the 
server.

COVID-19

The NHS protects your 
privacy and data 

Back

I agree

Before you activate this app, please 
read the Privacy Notice and agree to 
the Terms of Use.

Terms of Use

Privacy Notice

No, thanks

Your privacy

Your identity and privacy is completely 
protected at all times. No personal data is 
shared without your permission and you will 
not be tracked. If you test positive for 
coronavirus then you can choose to share your 
contact tracing data with the NHS. This data, 
held only on your phone until you choose to 
share it, helps the NHS alert and advise other 
app users.

Your data

This app is in control of the data captured, 
recorded and stored on your phone. You can 
delete the stored data by using the “delete all 
my data" function or uninstalling the app.



Contact tracing data is stored for 14 days after 
being recorded. Your phone may retain some 
basic data generated by the app. This is 
controlled by your phone’s operating system.



This app uses automated decision-making.

COVID-19

NHS COVID...

https://covid19.nhs.uk/our-policies.html

